Additional Guidelines II for UG Admissions 2019-20
1. Fundamentals of Business Mathematics offered by Nagaland Board is to be
treated as an equivalent to Business Mathematics of List B.
2. Civics is not equivalent to Political Science of CBSE. But it is an academic subject
as mentioned in List B.
3. Combined Practical Marks for two years out of 50 marks and Theory component out
of 75 Marks of class XII in Telangana Board are to be converted in 30:70 ratio on
pro-rata basis, as applicable to all the Boards.
4. The applicant can update their academic details in the portal and also modify their
subjects and marks obtained. However, approval for admission may be granted only
after the online verification of results and/ or presentation of the original marks-sheet
subject to undertaking by the applicant for post admission Forensic verification of the
same.
5. Re-Admission shall NOT be allowed in the first list. If, by mistake, the applicant has
cancelled their admission and wish to seek re-admission in (a) any other College or
Course or (b) in the same course, they shall wait for the Second Cut-Off List, and if
eligible and meet the Cut-Off, they may take admission.
6. As per the past practice and Bulletin of Information, a deduction of 2.5% per subject
would be applicable for including subjects other than those mentioned in List A and
List B in the calculation of the aggregate of Best Four for Admission in B.A. (Hons.)
/ B.Sc (Hons.) in Mathematics and B.Sc (Hons.) in Statistics.
7. Language subjects which contain an significant amount of Literature in its contents
may qualify as an elective subject.
Usually Boards offer some of the language subjects as optional or elective subjects.
Mere categorizing the said language subject as an optional/ elective do not qualify
the subject being treated as an elective subject.
In case of any need for clarification regarding subjects offered by any boards, colleges
are requested to notify the OSD’s office. Colleges are requested to NOT send the
same type of case repeatedly.
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